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Abstract—The integration of ubiquitous wireless sensor network (WSN) and powerful mobile cloud computing (MCC) is a
research topic that is attracting growing interest in both academia and industry. In this new paradigm, WSN provides data to
the cloud, and mobile users request data from the cloud. To support applications involving WSN-MCC integration, which need
to reliably offer data that are more useful to the mobile users from WSN to cloud, this paper first identifies the critical issues that
affect the usefulness of sensory data and the reliability of WSN, then proposes a novel WSN-MCC integration scheme named
TPSS, which consists of two main parts: 1) TPSDT (Time and Priority based Selective Data Transmission) for WSN gateway
to selectively transmit sensory data that are more useful to the cloud, considering the time and priority features of the data
requested by the mobile user; 2) PSS (Priority-based Sleep Scheduling) algorithm for WSN to save energy consumption so that
it can gather and transmit data in a more reliable way. Analytical and experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of TPSS
in improving usefulness of sensory data and reliability of WSN for WSN-MCC integration.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Integration of WSN and MCC

W IRELESS sensor network (WSN) is a distribut-
ed network, consisting of autonomous sensors

that cooperatively monitor the physical or environ-
mental conditions (e.g., sound, temperature, humidity,
vibration, etc.) [1] [2] [3]. With the ubiquitous data
gathering ability of sensors, WSN has great potential
to enable a lot of significant applications in various
areas of industry, civilian and military (e.g., industrial
process monitoring, forest fire detection, battlefield
surveillance, etc.), which could change the way people
interact with the physical world. A good example is
forest fire detection - by deploying a large number
of dispersed sensors into the forest to continuously
monitor temperature, humidity and gases, forest fire
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could be detected in a timely manner and how a fire is
likely to spread out could be determined, without the
physical observation from personnel on the ground.

Moreover, inherited from cloud computing (CC),
which is a new computing paradigm enabling users
to elastically utilize a shared pool of cloud resources
(e.g., processors, storages, applications, services) in
an on-demand fashion, mobile CC (MCC) further
transfers the data storage and data processing tasks
from the mobile devices to the powerful cloud [4] [5]
[6]. Thus, MCC not only alleviates the limitations (e.g.,
battery, processing power, storage capacity) of mobile
devices but also enhances the performance of a lot
of traditional mobile services (e.g., mobile learning,
mobile gaming, mobile health). For instance, mobile
gaming can exploit MCC to move the game engine
that requires substantial computing resources (e.g.,
graphic rendering) from mobile devices to powerful
servers in the cloud to greatly reduce the energy
consumption of the mobile devices and improve the
gaming performance (e.g., refresh rate, image defini-
tion, sound effect).

Recently, motivated by the potentials of comple-
menting the ubiquitous data gathering capabilities
of WSN with the powerful data storage and data
processing abilities of MCC, the integration of WSN
and MCC is attracting increasing attention from both
academia and industry [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]. Partic-
ularly, as illustrated in Fig. 1 about the general scheme
(GS) to gather and transmit sensory data for WSN-
MCC integration, the sensory data (e.g., weather, traf-
fic, humidity, house monitoring information) collected
by various types of always on sensors (e.g., video sen-
sors, mobile sensors, static sensors) after data sensing,
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Fig. 1. General scheme (GS) to gather and transmit sensory data for WSN-MCC integration

data storage and data processing, are transmitted first
to the WSN gateway in a hop-by-hop manner. The
gateway then further stores, processes and transmits
the received sensory data to the cloud. Finally, the
cloud stores, processes and transmits the sensory data
to mobile users on demand. During the whole data
transmission process, if the data transmissions from
the sensor nodes to the gateway or from the gateway
to the cloud or from the cloud to the mobile user are
not successful, data are retransmitted until they are
successfully delivered.

For this new WSN-MCC integration paradigm, the
WSN acts as the data source for the cloud and mobile
users are the data requesters for the cloud. With just
a simple client on their mobile devices, mobile users
can have access to their required sensory data from
the cloud, whenever and wherever there is network
connection. Evolving as the concept of “sensor-cloud”,
the integrated WSN-MCC is “an infrastructure that
allows truly pervasive computation using sensors as
an interface between physical and cyber worlds, the
data-compute clusters as the cyber backbone and the
internet as the communication medium” [13] [14].

1.2 Research motivation
In these potential applications of integrated WSN-
MCC (e.g., ubiquitous healthcare monitoring, envi-
ronmental monitoring for disaster detection, agricul-
ture and irrigation control, earth observation, trans-
portation and vehicle real-time visualization, tunnel

monitoring, wildlife monitoring) [15], quite a number
of them actually require the WSN to reliably offer
sensory data that are more useful to the cloud based
on the requests of the mobile users.

Take smart house monitoring as an instance, al-
though various monitored information about the w-
hole house gathered by the strategically deployed
video sensors, image sensors and other types of sen-
sors can be offloaded to the cloud to let the owner
of the house or other authenticated and permitted
people conveniently access their desired data with the
mobile devices (e.g., smart phones, tablet computers),
it is expected that videos from some locations (e.g.,
storage room) are of little interest, while videos from
other locations (e.g., front door, back door, windows)
are considered to be more important to make sure that
there is no unexpected intrusion into the house.

Thus, not all the sensory data are useful (i.e., ac-
tually utilized) for the cloud to satisfy user requests,
while transmitting these data (i.e., multimedia data)
to the cloud will use substantial network bandwidth.
From this point, we can observe that 1) sensory data
that are more useful to the mobile users should be
offered from WSN to cloud. On the other hand, to
perform the goal of monitoring the house intelligently,
the WSN needs to successfully gather and transmit
the collected information (e.g., videos, images) to the
cloud continuously, which means that 2) the sensory
data should be reliably offered from the WSN to the
cloud.
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1.3 Research contribution and organization

In this paper, to support these WSN-MCC integration
applications that require WSN to reliably collect and
send data that are more useful to the mobile users to
cloud, we first identify the critical issues that affect the
usefulness of sensory data and reliability of WSN, and
then propose a novel WSN-MCC integration scheme
named TPSS. Specifically, TPSS includes two parts:
1) TPSDT (Time and Priority based Selective Data
Transmission) for WSN gateway to selectively trans-
mit sensory data that are more useful to the cloud,
considering the time and priority features of the data
requested by the mobile user; 2) PSS (Priority-based
Sleep Scheduling) algorithm for WSN to save energy
consumption so that it can gather and transmit data
in a more reliable way. Analytical and experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of TPSS, in en-
hancing the usefulness of sensory data and reliability
of WSN for WSN-MCC integration.

The main contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows.

• This paper is the first work that investigates
jointly the issues regarding usefulness of sensory
data and reliability of WSN from the viewpoint
of WSN-MCC integration.

• This paper further proposes a novel TPSS scheme
consisting of TPSDT and PSS for WSN-MCC
integration, aimed respectively at improving the
usefulness of sensory data and reliability of WSN.
Specifically, TPSDT is utilized by WSN gateway
to selectively transmit sensory data that are more
useful to the cloud. In addition, PSS is used by
WSN to save energy consumption for gathering
and transmitting data resulting in a more reliable
operation. Both TPSDT and PSS take the time
and priority features of the data requested by the
mobile user into account.

In the rest of this paper, the issues concerning the
usefulness of sensory data and reliability of WSN
with respect to WSN-MCC integration are discussed
in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the WSN-MCC inte-
gration system model and Section 4 presents TPSDT
and PSS, which are the two main components of TPSS.
The proposed TPSS is analyzed in Section 5. Section
6 evaluates TPSS with experimental results. Related
works about WSN-MCC integration are reviewed in
Section 7. Section 8 concludes this paper.

2 USEFULNESS OF SENSORY DATA AND RE-
LIABILITY OF WSN
2.1 Usefulness of sensory data

In the context of WSN-MCC integration, this paper
considers the usefulness of sensory data according
to whether the sensory data offered by the WSN is
eventually utilized by the cloud to satisfy the data

requests from mobile users. We observe that charac-
teristics of user data requests are key factors that affect
the usefulness of sensory data.

2.1.1 User data request characteristics
The behavior that a user issues data requests to the
cloud is usually characterized by Time [16] [17]. For
example, it is very common in our daily life that
“usually someone (say, Bob) will do something (say,
watch a talk show) with some mobile device during
some time period (e.g., 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm)”. In
addition, the content of the data requested by a user
usually has Priority [17] [18]. For instance, although
the traffic information of the whole city has some
value to a certain extent, a lot of mobile users may
be more interested in the traffic information of the
downtown than the traffic information in a quiet
countryside during the same time period. Meanwhile,
a substantial number of mobile users may only be
interested in the traffic information of a certain set
of places (e.g., company, living residence, restaurant,
school) among all the places in the city.

In short, the transmitted data from the WSN to
the cloud may not be fully utilized by the cloud to
satisfy the mobile users’ data requests, as mobile users
generally issue data requests for some certain contents
for a specific time period. Thus, it is not necessary for
the WSN to always transmit all the sensory data to the
cloud, since it is not efficient and it also increases the
transmission bandwidth requirement and exacerbates
the network traffic.

However, all sensory data still need to be able to be
collected by sensors, as mobile users may request data
from any sensor at any time, though with highly var-
ied probabilities. In this paper, since usually the data
request behaviors of mobile users are characterized by
time and priority and there are various factors (e.g.,
communication interference, network congestion, lim-
ited bandwidth) [19] [20] that affect the data gathering
and data transmission latency, we ignore the issue
regarding latency of gathering and transmitting data
to satisfy data requests from mobile users.

2.2 Reliability of WSN
In WSN-MCC integration, one aspect of WSN reliabil-
ity relates to whether the WSN is continuously able
to gather and transmit the sensory data to the cloud
successfully. We observe the following critical issues
concerning the reliability of WSN.

2.2.1 Depletion of sensor energy
Generally, sensors will deplete their limited battery
power by performing data sensing, processing and
transmission after a certain period of time, as they are
often equipped with batteries that are not recharge-
able and battery replacement may also be impractical
[21] [22]. Particularly, the sensors close to the gateway
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are serving as intermediary nodes that forward most
packets to the gateway on behalf of the source nodes.
Therefore they may deplete their energy sooner than
other sensors and form holes in the WSN where no
data can be collected for the cloud, or cause the WSN
to be disconnected.

2.2.2 Failures in sensory data transmissions
The data transmissions from one sensor to another
sensor and from the WSN to the cloud may encounter
failures or losses, due to various factors such as net-
work congestion, limited bandwidth or interference
[19] [23]. In such cases, if the WSN does not perform
data retransmission, then the cloud cannot obtain the
sensory data coming from the WSN. In this paper, we
consider that this reliability issue is always overcome
through data retransmissions.

2.2.3 Limit in storage space for sensory data
As stated in [24], data storage is a very serious issue
for WSN, since a large volume of collected data
needs to be archived for future information retrieval.
In addition, when sensors are deployed to gather
multimedia data such as images or videos that usually
have large sizes, this further aggravates the demand
on sensory data storage space. If the sensors do not
have available storage space to store the sensed data,
then the cloud cannot obtain any sensory data, even if
the sensors have enough residual energy to gather and
transmit data and the data transmissions from WSN
to cloud are successful. In this paper, we assume that
sensors have sufficient storage space.

In this paper, we do not consider the sensory data
transmission failure and sensory data storage space
limit issues for reasons given above, but instead focus
on the sensor energy depletion issue, which strongly
affects the reliability of a WSN.

3 WSN-MCC INTEGRATION SYSTEM MOD-
EL
The WSN-MCC integration system is modeled and
analyzed in this paper based on the following as-
sumptions.

• There is one cloud C and M mobile users (i.e.,
U = (u1, u2, . . . , uM )) as well as M WSNs (i.e.,
WSN = (wsn1, wsn2, . . . , wsnM )). Each WSN
gathers and transmits data to the cloud to sat-
isfy the data requests from each corresponding
mobile user.

• Each WSN consists of one gateway g as well as
N sensor nodes (i.e., I = (i1, i2, . . . , iN )).

• Each gateway g is externally powered with an
unlimited energy supply. Each sensor node i
has a limited energy supply powered by a non-
rechargeable and non-replaceable battery, which
has an initial energy eo and a residual energy ei.

• Time is divided into Z time periods (i.e., T =
(t1, t2, . . . , tZ)).

4 TPSDT AND PSS
In this section, we present and discuss the proposed
1) TPSDT mechanism for WSN gateway to selectively
transmit sensory data that are more useful to the
cloud and 2) PSS mechanism for WSN to save energy
consumption so that it can gather and transmit data
in a more reliable way.

4.1 TPSDT

The difference between our proposed TPSDT and
other selective data transmission methods (e.g., [25]
[26] [27]) in WSN is that TPSDT is the first method
for WSN gateway to selectively transmit data to the
cloud, considering the time and priority characteris-
tics of the data requested by the mobile user. These
characteristics are recorded in a Point vs Time &
Priority (PTP) table maintained in the cloud for each
mobile user, where each point corresponds to a sensor
node and the time reflects the specific time period and
the priority reflects the probability that the mobile
user requests data from the corresponding sensor
node during that time period.

4.1.1 PTP table
Based on the time and priority features illustrated in
Section 2 about mobile user data requests, we consider
that the cloud is able to analyze the historical behav-
iors of mobile user data requests and then maintain
a PTP table of each mobile user with respect to time
and priority for sensor nodes of interest.

An example of this PTP table reflecting the interest
of a mobile user is shown in Table 1. Specifically, the
probability that the data requests correspond to each
point of interest, as shown in the PTP table, represents
the priority of the requested data to the mobile user.
A higher probability connected to a given point in
a specific time period means that the mobile user is
more interested in that point and is more likely to
issue data requests for the point in that specific time
period.

Assume the number of data requests issued for
a point of interest (e.g., sensor node i) during each
specific time period t in the history is rti . In addition,
given that the number of data requests issued to all
points for each specific time period t in the history
is Rt. The probability (i.e., pti) that the data requests
concern the sensor node i in each specific time period
t is calculated as follows.

pti =
rti
Rt

(1)

In addition, for the whole WSN-MCC integration,
there are Z time periods and N sensor nodes. Thus,

1 =

i=iN∑
i=i1

pti (t = t1, t2, . . . , tZ) (2)
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TABLE 1
Example of Point vs Time & Priority (PTP) table

Point of Interest 9:00 am-10:00 am 10:00 am-11:00 am 11:00 am-12:00 pm 12:00 pm-1:00 pm . . .
i1 10% 5% 20% 15% . . .
i2 20% 5% 0% 15% . . .
i3 20% 10% 0% 15% . . .
i4 10% 10% 0% 10% . . .
i5 20% 20% 0% 15% . . .
i6 10% 20% 30% 15% . . .
i7 5% 20% 40% 5% . . .
i8 0% 5% 0% 5% . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This PTP table obtained for each mobile user is
updated dynamically by the cloud C and sent to the
gateway g of each corresponding WSN.

4.1.2 Details of TPSDT
With the PTP table, the process of our proposed
TPSDT for each WSN gateway to selectively transmit
data that are more useful to the cloud is shown as
follows.

• 1) Each gateway g sets a timer, which records the
current time.

• 2) For each time period t, each gateway g sends
the sensory data to the cloud C, according to the
start time and end time of t in the PTP table.

• 3) Particularly, for the transmitted data content,
each gateway g sends the sensory data gathered
by each sensor node in order, according to the
priorities (i.e., probabilities in the PTP table). The
sensory data gathered by the points of interest
with larger priorities are sent first, followed with
sensory data collected by those with lower prior-
ities. The sensory data coming from the points of
interest with no priority (i.e., probability is 0%)
in the PTP table are not transmitted.

4.2 PSS
The difference between our proposed PSS and other
sleep scheduling algorithms (e.g., [28] [29] [30] [31])
in WSN is that PSS first incorporates the time and
priority characteristics of the data requested by the
mobile user into the WSN sleep scheduling process
to gather and transmit data for the cloud, with PTP
table.

4.2.1 Design factors
The design of the proposed PSS algorithm considers
the following three factors: 1) the points of interest
(i.e., sensor nodes of interest in WSN) in the PTP table
with probability larger than 0% should be awake in
each time period t, since mobile user requires sensory
data gathered by these sensor nodes; 2) the whole
sleep scheduled network should be connected so that
data transmissions from sensor nodes to gateway can
be performed; 3) only a subset of all sensor nodes
should be awake in each time period t to reduce

energy consumption - the sensor nodes that are sched-
uled to be awake should generally have more residual
energy than the nodes that are scheduled to be asleep,
so that network lifetime could be further prolonged.

4.2.2 Details of PSS

Considering the above three design factors, the pseu-
docode of the proposed PSS algorithm is shown as
follows.

Pseudocode of PSS algorithm
First: Run the following at gateway g during each time period t.
Step 1: Gateway g obtains PTP table.
Step 2: If pti > 0, g sends flag A to node i.
Step 3: Run the second part at each node i.
Second: Run the following at each node i during each time period
t.
Step 1: Get the current residual energy rank ei.
Step 2: Broadcast ei and receive the energy ranks of its currently

awake neighbors Ni. Let Ei be the set of these ranks.
Step 3: Broadcast Ei and receive Ej from each j ∈ Ni.
Step 4: If |Ni| < k or |Nj | < k for any j ∈ Ni, remain awake. Go

to Step 7.
Step 5: Compute Ci = {j|j ∈ Ni and ej > ei}.
Step 6: Go to sleep if both the following conditions hold. Remain

awake otherwise.
• Any two nodes in Ci are connected either directly

themselves or indirectly through nodes within i’s 2-hop
neighborhood that have e more than ei.

• Any node in Ni has at least k neighbors from Ci.
• It does not receive flag A.

Step 7: Return.

4.2.3 Analysis of PSS

Property 1: The PSS algorithm guarantees that sensor
nodes required to satisfy the anticipated data requests
of mobile users are awake.

Discussion: We discuss this property by observing
the execution process of PSS. Particularly, with respect
to the sensor nodes from which mobile users require
data, these sensor nodes are actually the points of
interest in the PTP table with the corresponding prob-
abilities larger than 0% (i.e., pti > 0). From step 2 of
the first part of PSS, we can observe that sensor node
i will receive flag A if pti > 0. Further, with step 6 of
the second part of PSS, sensor nodes that receive the
flag A cannot be asleep. In other words, sensor nodes
receiving flag A will all be awake so as to gather and
transmit data requested by the mobile users.
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Property 2: PSS algorithm maintains a connected
network if the original network is connected.

Discussion: We discuss this property by contradic-
tion [28] [29] [30]. Given that the sleep scheduled
network after running the PSS is not connected. Then,
we put the deleted nodes (asleep nodes determined by
PSS) back in the network, in descending order of their
energy ranks. Let i be the first sensor node making the
network connected again. Note that by the time we
put i back, all the members of Ci are already present
and sensor nodes in Ci are already connected since
they are connected by nodes with e > ei. Let v be
a node that was disconnected from Ci but now is
connected to Ci by i. Then, this contradicts the fact
that i can sleep only if all its neighbors (including v)
are connected to ≥ k nodes in Ci (Step 6 of the second
part of PSS).

Property 3: The PSS algorithm prolongs the network
lifetime compared with the always-on WSN.

Discussion: We discuss this property by analyzing
the execution results after running PSS algorithm.
First, from the entire steps of PSS, we can observe that
after PSS, there is a subset of sensor nodes that deter-
mine to be awake and there is another subset of sensor
nodes that are asleep. As only a subset of sensor nodes
need to be awake, the energy consumption will be
saved and the network lifetime will be prolonged,
compared with the always on WSN scheme in which
all sensors are always awake.

Second, based on step 6 of the second part of PSS,
we can observe that after PSS, the asleep sensor nodes
satisfy that 1) Any two nodes in Ci are connected
either directly themselves or indirectly through nodes
within i’s 2-hop neighborhood that have e more than
ei. This constraint means that the awake nodes own
more residual energy than the asleep sensor nodes
after sleep scheduling. By letting the sensor nodes
with more residual energy rather than the sensor
nodes with less residual energy be awake to perform
data sensing, data storage and data processing, the
network lifetime is further prolonged.

5 PROPOSED TPSS WSN-MCC INTEGRA-
TION SCHEME

5.1 Overview
Fig. 2 shows the proposed TPSS scheme to gather
and transmit sensory data for WSN-MCC integration,
towards reliably offering data which are more useful
to the mobile users from WSN to cloud. The detailed
steps of TPSS for each WSN to gather and transmit
sensory data for each corresponding mobile user are
depicted as follows.

• 1) Sensor nodes determine their awake and asleep
states with PSS.

• 2) Sensor nodes sense the environmental data
with a set frequency and store the sensory data
as well as process the sensory data.

• 3) Sensor nodes send the processed sensory data
to the gateway g with the many to one and hop
by hop pattern.

• 4) Gateway g stores the received sensory data and
then processes the sensory data.

• 5) Gateway g selectively transmits the sensory
data to the cloud C with TPSDT.

• 6) Cloud C further stores and processes the re-
ceived sensory data.

• 7) If data transmission from i to g or g to C
experiences data losses or failures, i or g performs
data retransmission until the data transmission is
successful.

• 8) Mobile user u issues data requests to cloud C
and cloud C transmits the requested sensory data
to the mobile user u.

• 9) If data transmission from C to u encounters
data losses or failures, C performs data retrans-
mission until the data transmission is successful.

• 10) Cloud C dynamically updates the PTP table
with equation (1) if the time and priority features
of the requested data of the mobile user are
changed and sends the updated PTP table to
gateway in each time period t.

5.2 Scheme characteristics and analysis
Comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, based on the above
introductions, we can see that our proposed TPSS
shares the same technique with GS (i.e., data re-
transmission) to mitigate data transmission losses or
failures in sensory data transmissions for improving
the reliability of WSN during WSN-MCC integration.

In addition, we can observe that TPSS differs from
GS to gather and transmit sensory data for WSN-MCC
integration, with respect to the following two aspects.

5.2.1 TPSDT for WSN gateway
In our proposed TPSS, the gateway g selectively trans-
mits the sensory data to the cloud C with TPSDT.

This design is to enhance the usefulness of sensory
data, since TPSDT data transmission is based on the
PTP table deduced from the time and priority features
of the data requested by the mobile user. Thus, nor-
mally the successfully transmitted sensory data to the
cloud will all be utilized to answer mobile user data
requests.

In the case that the mobile user u issues data
requests for sensory data currently not stored in the
cloud C in the time period t, as the PTP table is
dynamically updated with equation (1) if the time and
priority features of the requested data of the mobile
user are changed in t (Step 10 of the TPSS), running
the PSS algorithm with the updated PTP table in t
makes the sensor nodes from which mobile user re-
quires data awake (property 1 of PSS). In other words,
the cloud is capable of answering the unexpected data
requests by dynamically updating PTP table.
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Fig. 2. Proposed TPSS scheme to gather and transmit sensory data for WSN-MCC integration

Moreover, as the sensory data are selectively trans-
mitted from WSN gateway to the cloud with TPSDT,
the bandwidth requirement and network congestion
are reduced meanwhile. This can also enhance the re-
liability of WSN, as it alleviates the data transmission
loss failure or loss issue to some extent.

5.2.2 PSS for WSN
In our proposed TPSS, the sensor nodes dynamically
determine their awake and asleep states according to
PSS.

This design can greatly improve the reliability of
WSN, since PSS can greatly save the energy consump-
tion and prolong the network lifetime (property 3
of PSS) so that WSN can gather and transmit data
longer. Specifically, when sensors normally work for
a certain period of time, the energy of the sensors
will be consumed very fast and sensor nodes will
die and cannot work any more. With PSS, sensor
nodes are dynamically awake and asleep and only a
subset of sensor nodes with more residual energy are
required to be awake in each time period, this will
greatly alleviate the sensory energy depletion issue
that seriously affects the reliability of WSN and the
lifetime of WSN will be greatly enhanced.

6 EVALUATIONS
6.1 Evaluation setup
To perform evaluations, we compare our proposed
TPSS with GS to gather and transmit sensory data for

WSN-MCC integration. Then we analyze whether our
proposed TPSS is effective in enhancing the usefulness
of sensory data and reliability of WSN.

6.1.1 WSN-MCC system

We assume that there is one cloud and 10 mobile users
and 10 WSNs. Each WSN gathers and transmits data
to the cloud, enabling it to reply to data requests from
each corresponding mobile user. We further assume
that each WSN consists of one gateway, which has an
unlimited energy supply, and 100 sensor nodes, each
of which has an initial energy of 100000 mJ . Time
is divided into 24 time periods, each one hour long.
The detailed evaluation parameters are summarized
in Table 2.

6.1.2 Usefulness of sensory data

The usefulness of sensory data offered from a WSN
to a cloud is evaluated, by analyzing how much the
offered data from the WSN to the cloud is utilized
to answer mobile user data requests, as illustrated in
Section 2.

To analyze the usefulness of sensory data, the mo-
bile user data request features (i.e., time and priority
of the data requested by the mobile user) have to
be obtained first. Regarding this, we perform the
following experiment. We use a database resulting
from 10 mobile users watching a surveillance video
for three consecutive weeks from 10:00 am to 4:00
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TABLE 2
Evaluation Parameters

Parameter Parameter value
Number of clouds 1
Number of users 10
Number of WSNs 10

Number of sensor nodes 100
Number of gateways 1
Initial sensor energy 100000 mJ

Time period 1 hour
Network size 800×600 m2

Default transmission radius 60 m
Transmission energy 0.0144 mJ

Reception energy 0.00576 mJ
Transmission amplifier energy 0.0288 nJ/m2

Packet length 12 bytes
Number of packets 1000

k in PSS 1

pm. For each day, we observe the time and priority of
the data requested by the mobile users and they are
transformed to different PTP tables. Then the same
10 mobile users watch the same surveillance video
for another three consecutive weeks from 10:00 am
to 4:00 pm and we analyze the usefulness of sensory
data offered by TPSS and GS with the following
assumptions.

For TPSS, we assume that the PTP tables are main-
tained by the cloud and further utilized by WSN
gateways to transmit sensory data to the cloud with
TPSDT for the 10 mobile users. For GS, we assume
that the WSN gateways will transmit all sensory data
to the cloud for the 10 mobile users, without utilizing
the PTP tables. With that, the usefulness of sensory
data which is actually the utility of the sensory data
offered from the WSN to the cloud for each mobile
user, could be respectively obtained for TPSS and GS
as follows. Regarding TPSS, we analyze the percent-
age that the time and priority of the requested data of
each mobile user observed in the previous three con-
secutive weeks are also observed in the subsequent
three consecutive weeks. Regarding GS, we directly
obtain the utility of the sensory data offered from the
WSN to the cloud for each mobile user, by comparing
the whole surveillance video with the content that
each mobile user requests in the subsequent three
consecutive weeks. The average utility of the sensory
data offered from WSN to the cloud for each mobile
user in each week is taken as the average usefulness
of sensory data for each mobile user in each week.

6.1.3 Reliability of WSN
The reliability of WSN is evaluated by analyzing
how long the WSN is able to gather and transmit
sensory data to the cloud, as illustrated in Section 2.
Specifically, we observe the network lifetime of WSN.
In this paper, the network lifetime of WSN is the time
from the instant of network deployment to the instant
when the first sensor node runs out of energy [32].

To analyze the reliability of WSN, we obtain the

network lifetime of WSN in NetTopo [33], with each
PTP table for each mobile user in the subsequent three
consecutive weeks. For both TPSS and GS, the net-
work size is 800×600 m2 and the default transmission
radius is 60 m. The energy consumed by a sensor to
transmit and receive one byte are, respectively, 0.0144
mJ and 0.00576 mJ [22] [30] [34]. The energy con-
sumed by a sensor to power-amplify each transmitted
byte to cover the distance of 1 m is 0.0288 nJ/m2 [22]
[30] [34]. The packet length is 12 bytes and there are
1000 packets transmitted during the communication
time of each node [22] [30] [34]. The k in PSS is 1,
which is the minimum value of k in PSS. The average
value of the network lifetime of WSN gathering and
transmitting data for each mobile user in each week
is taken as the average reliability of WSN for each
mobile user in each week.

6.2 Evaluation results
The evaluation results with respect to usefulness of
sensory data and reliability of WSN for each mobile
user in each week are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
respectively.

From Fig. 3, we can observe that, averaging over
all mobile users, around 85% of the sensory data sent
to the cloud with TPSS are useful to the mobile users,
whereas only around 45% of the sensory data sent
to the cloud with GS are useful to the mobile users.
The same results are obtained for each of the three
weeks observed. This demonstrates that TPSS greatly
improves the usefulness of sensory data due to the
fact that mobile users generally request data over time
according to the PTP tables.

From Fig. 4, we can observe that the reliability of
WSN is also greatly enhanced with TPSS comparing
GS. Particularly, the three sub-figures show that over
each of the three weeks observed, the reliability of
WSN with GS is around 180 hours for all the mobile
users, while the reliability of WSN with TPSS varies
among different mobile users but averages to around
400 hours.

In summary, TPSS substantially outperforms GS in
terms of usefulness of sensory data and reliability
of WSN. Moreover, for different mobile users with
various data request characteristics indicated by dif-
ferent PTP tables, the usefulness of sensory data varies
considerably for both TPSS and GS, as indicated in
Fig. 3, while only the reliability of WSN for TPSS
changes with mobile users as shown in Fig. 4.

7 RELATED WORK

There are a number of works related to WSN-MCC
integration. They mainly focus on the following two
aspects: 1) improving the performance of WSN, and
2) better utilizing the data collected by the WSN.

Specifically, with respect to 1) improving the per-
formance of WSN with WSN-MCC integration, it is
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Fig. 3. Average usefulness of sensory data for each mobile user in week 1 (a); in week 2 (b) and in week 3 (c).
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Fig. 4. Average reliability of WSN for each mobile user in week 1 (a); in week 2 (b) and in week 3 (c).

argued in [35] that the integration of WSN and MCC is
able to support the dynamic loads that are generated
by environmental WSN applications. It is demonstrat-
ed in [36] that the integration of WSN and MCC could
address the challenge of data management in WSN for
patient supervision. Moreover, it is suggested in [37]
that the cloud could potentially enhance the visualiza-
tion performance of a WSN for living environments.
A collaborative location-based sleep scheduling algo-
rithm is proposed in [38] to improve the network
lifetime performance of the integrated WSN. This
algorithm addresses the WSN reliability issue to some
extent by extending the network lifetime. However,
the usefulness of sensory data is not considered.

In addition, about 2) better utilizing the data collect-
ed by the WSN with WSN-MCC integration, the focus
of [39] is to propose a framework to utilize the ever-
expanding sensory data for various next generation
community-centric sensing applications on the cloud.
Similarly, the motivation of [40] is to facilitate the shift
of data from the WSN to the cloud computing en-
vironment so that the scientifically and economically
valuable WSN data may be fully utilized. Moreover, a
cloud design for user-controlled storage and process-
ing of sensory data is proposed in [41] to make data
owners trust that the management of the sensitive
data is secure. Finally, [42] puts forward a framework
providing desirable sensory data to users faster with

data analysis techniques, so that the sensory data
could be better utilized with cloud computing.

To the best of our knowledge, currently there is
no research work focusing jointly on issues about the
usefulness of sensory data and reliability of WSN in
WSN-MCC integration. Our proposed TPSS is the first
work that considers together the usefulness of sensory
data and reliability of WSN for WSN-MCC integra-
tion. Particularly, TPSS incorporates TPSDT and PSS
to improve both the usefulness of sensory data and
reliability of WSN.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have focused on WSN-MCC integra-
tion by incorporating the ubiquitous data gathering
ability of WSN and the powerful data storage and
data processing capabilities of MCC. Particularly, to
support WSN-MCC integration applications that need
more useful data offered reliably from the WSN to
the cloud, we have identified the critical issues that
impede the usefulness of sensory data and reliability
of WSN, and proposed a novel WSN-MCC integra-
tion scheme named TPSS to address some of these
issues. Specifically, TPSS consists of the following two
main parts: 1) TPSDT for WSN gateway to selectively
transmit sensory data that are more useful to the
cloud, considering the time and priority features of
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the data requested by the mobile user; 2) PSS algo-
rithm for WSN to save energy consumption so that
it can gather and transmit data more reliably. Both
analytical and experimental results regarding TPSS
have been presented to demonstrate the effectiveness
of TPSS in improving the usefulness of sensory data
and reliability of WSN for WSN-MCC integration.
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